(1871), liberal-minded and conservative theorists, politicians, and bureaucrats began to reconsider not only approaches to teaching the liberal arts or technical skills; they also turned their attention to areas deemed central to the socialization of minors. Paramount in the latter respect were the introduction of suitable civics instruction for future citizen-subjects and a renewed interest in how young people might use their free time most constructively in order to become law-abiding and productive members of society.
Since the 1980s, important contributions from a number of social historians and historical anthropologists have expanded our understanding of the history of children's socialization in Europe and, particularly, within Central Europe.1 This body of scholarship suggests that, since the 1860s-1 870s, authorities in Germany and Austria-Hungary became increasingly preoccupied with formal and extracurricular education-a concern related to a host of significant developments that introduced unprecedented social and political tensions. These included: the issue of centralized authority versus regional or ethnic particularism; the dislocation ofrural village and small-town dwellers associated with accelerated industrialization and a more pronounced degree of class stratification; the gradual emergence of democratic participation; and, by the turn of the century, the formation of populist Christian-oriented and social democratic political organizations with agendas that either reinforced or challenged prevailing relationships of power. Such later nineteenth-century transformations brought with them new pedagogical challenges to the socialization of minors. Throughout the prolonged and tumultuous period of international and civil war, changes of regime and political radicalization, and the Ignored in both the late nineteenth-and twentieth-century discourse an current scholars' examinations of extracurricular socialization is a consideration how initiatives to guide minors' leisure time activities deemed undesirable could redirected towards forms of activity that might reshape the values-indeed, t identity-of young people as a necessary step towards refashioning society.4 T essay advances one particularly significant case study in the extra-curricula socialization of young people during the initial years of the Second Austrian Republic: a bipartisan, yet contentious effort on the part of the Sozialistische Par Osterreichs (Austrian Socialist Party, hereafter SPO) and its Catholic-conservat senior coalition partner, the Osterreichische Volkspartei (Austrian People's Par hereafter, OVP) to bar the access of minors to Schmutz and Schund during the la 1940s and 1950s. Close cooperation between the OVP-SPO coalition partners in the federal government (and frequently at the province and local levels) combined with the "social partnership" of OVP-dominated farmers', industrialists', and shopkeepers' associations and the overwhelmingly social democratic Austrian Trade Union Federation and Chamber of Labor promoted a high degree of consensus between these two camps after 1945. Indeed, cooperation provided the fundamental stability that enabled the reconstruction of economic and social life,5 allowed for the fashioning of a common sense of purpose during four power occupation between [1945] [1946] [1947] [1948] [1949] [1950] [1951] [1952] [1953] [1954] [1955] , and contributed to the ability to thwart a communist coup in the Soviet occupation zones of eastern Austria, even as democracy in Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia were subverted through such intrigues.6 The bitter, at times violent divisiveness in interwar Austria, which had pitted an authoritarian form ofCatholicconservativism against a rhetorically militant, socially progressive, yet paternalistic social democratic vision for Austria's future, rarely surfaced after 1945. When it did, it was limited generally to election years, during which each camp excoriated the other for past misdeeds-only to return to the bargaining table once a new coalition agreement was reached.7 This pattern played itself out time and again, as both parties sought to remind their constituency and persuade the undecided of the skeletons in the other's closet; afterwards, such barbs were overlooked in the interests of solidarity and repression of a Nazi past for which neither the social democratic nor the Catholic-conservative traditions were wholly free from responsibility.8 It would be a mistake to assume, however, that differences between the SPO and the OVP were so insignificant that debate over the shape ofAustria's future was merely the political equivalent of professional wrestling-i.e., that differences could be reduced to ugly, exaggerated media events, limited to electoral contests or the occasional commemoration of a politically loaded event from the short-lived interwar republic. Cultural policy and closely related elements of social policy represented the only sites at which party and interest group leaders were unable (or perhaps were unwilling) to contain the expression of fundamental Lager-based differences voiced by cultural organizations in both parties-organizations that labored primarily at the margins of a largely employment and economic growthoriented coalition agenda during the reconstruction years. By highlighting those areas where polarized perspectives could not be easily reconciled-e.g., a new school law, Church-state relations, marriage and family policy,9 and, as I argue here morality legislation for the protection of children-the competing value systems and the stakes perceived as crucial for determining the shape of Austria's future become apparent. Thus, this article focuses upon the terms ofthe debate concerning the protection ofminors' morals and alternatives to Schmutz and Schund, rather than occupying itself principally with an assessment of the effectiveness of such legislation. While these measures were welcomed generally as positive steps tow limiting children's access to Schmutz and Schund, critics complained th News of reactions in Vienna, characterized by a marked concern with nonviolent and meritorious cultural options, rather than the government experts' preoccupation with preventing children's access to pornography, precipitated a rethinking of "morality legislation" among both federal and provincial authorities.
A somewhat different proposal from those proposed by either the federal government or SPO-oriented groups in the capital was advanced in an editorial from 3 June 1948 in the Volksbote, a conservative Tyrolean newspaper. The author advocated a cultural-political tax on films and publications of a "less-valuable" nature, as was the practice in Switzerland; the revenues from the tax could be employed to promote "quality" entertainment.2' The Provincial School Council for Tyrol would assemble a commission, the editorial envisioned, to determine which publications would be subject to the tax, and payment would be exacted from the publishing house, if it were located in Tyrol-otherwise the retailer would be subject to the tax.22 The Volksbote scheme overlooked several important considerations, however, particularly if applied at the federal level. If the Bund passed legislation to combat Schmutz and Schund in a form acceptable to parents, pedagogues, and politicians, the tax would not raise revenue if the literature and film products concerned were outlawed. Assuming that these products were as popular as Zechner alleged, and that a law banning them was not created, publishers and film makers would have been The Education Ministry proposal generated a great deal of discussio as pointed criticism, within the circles of both the government and inter associations. How might the fundamental rights of freedom of expr freedom of the press be affected by a law against Schmutz and Schu Furthermore, by increasing the funding and the emphasis upon youth theater ensembles and heightened attention to music and art history, they maintained that children could be weaned away from comic books, pulp adventure novels, criminal stories, and war tales toward more edifying genres.43
Peter Strasser, a social democratic parliamentarian and leader ofthe Sozialistische Jugend, expressed concern for the consequences of the Schmutz and Schund proposal, given the near hysteria which pervaded the issue. Strasser and the communist deputy Ernst Fischer cited the case of the Tyrolean authorities' confiscation of"Schleichendes Gift," an educational film on sexually transmitted diseases, as a telling example of how even pedagogically significant projects might be censored by the proposed legislation.44 Moreover, Strasser continued, if the OVP's overriding concern was to prevent children from obtaining pornographic literature, the proposed legislation ignored the problem of violent films and publications which, he charged, were at the heart of the most pressing childhood pedagogical and developmental challenges. In support of his point, Strasser calculated that in one Karl May novel of 2,612 pages, 2,293 people were killed including 1,600 shot, 240 scalped, 219 poisoned by poison or gas, 130 stabbed, 61 beaten to death bare-handed, 16 drowned, 8 dead of starvation, 4 hanged, and 3 eaten alive by crocodiles.45 By contrast, he concluded, the OVP's emphasis on pornography as the overriding threat to the moral health of young people seemed a tremendous exaggeration; Schmutzliteratur appeared almost exclusively in the form of very expensive little brochures, and was too difficult for children to afford in quantities great enough to warrant the concern reflected in the proposed Even though they acknowledged the Education Ministry's good intentions, SPO activists continued to argue that social policy initiatives, in conjunction with import restrictions and revitalized educational efforts, remained the keys to successfully combating Schmutz and Schund.58 While cases of juvenile delinquency were frequently related to mimicry of actions depicted in film or print, social democrats admonished the public to keep in mind that the children involved were most often the products of single parent families or had parents who were unemployed, physically challenged, alcoholics, or otherwise socially marginalized.59
The government took notice of the agitation in favor of changing the law, but instead of a revision along the lines of the SPO's demands Education Minister Heinrich Drimmel, Hurdes's successor, successfully introduced a conservative amendment to the legislation. The changes extended the upper age limit for protection from Schmutz and Schund from sixteen to eighteen, and the government made a firm commitment to work with youth associations and pedagogical groups to provide comprehensive cultural alternatives to unsavory publications. reading material that would encourage them to become well-educated Austrians committed to peace, social justice at home and abroad, and international cooperation.
Leading Catholic-conservative spokespersons, for their part, faced these challenges with a preoccupation vis-a-vis progressive threats to a traditional, religiously based conception of moral safeguards through an emphasis upon censorship. The only parcel of common ground upon which these divergent interests could meet was a pervasive anxiety over an ostensible debasement of culture. This was a concern rooted in the late nineteenth-and early twentieth-century circumstances of modernization, the widespread preoccupation with material security after World War II, and a distinct undercurrent of critical disdain towards American-style popular, consumer-oriented culture, expressed as early as the 1920s (albeit differently) in both social democratic and Catholic-conservative circles. In the end, as. the historian Siegried Mattl has noted, two, parallel developments are discernible in Austria during the course of the 1950s: a rather progressive form of social and economic modernization and an ultimately conservative response to this modernization in cultural politics.65 A significant factor in this outcome was undoubtedly the fact that, during the late 1940s and early 1950s, the SPO leadership found it expedient to sacrifice advancement in the latter realm for progress in the former. Social democratic youth activists and their party spokespeople would not really be in the position to breathe a measure of new life into cultural policy until after 1968, and even then only with mixed results.
Nonetheless, debate over the initiative against Schmutz and Schund breached newly established norms in the consensus and compromise-oriented political cultural of the Second Republic. Matters of cultural policy that could not be easy settled through coalition and the institutions of social partnership proved difficult for the OVP and the SPO to negotiate, for they challenged the very principles upon which these organizations rested, the principles for which many of their constituents had sacrificed and suffered between 1918 and 1945 and were unwilling to jettison with the creation of the Second Republic. Protected by the status of "the first victim of Nazi aggression" during the years of occupation, both the formal and neo-
